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I.	 INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes the principal findings of the theoretical and
data-interpretation work performed under NASA Headquarters contract NASW-
33Z7 during the performance period January 1980 to December 1980. The
main body of this report is primarily devoted to an overview of the contract
work in the various electrodynamical areas of upper and lower atmosphere
coupling. Scientific papers published, in press or abstracts of papers in
preparation are listed as exhibits in the latter part of this report. The
readers interes*ed in detailed scientific findings are referred to the exhibits.
Some of the exhibits refer to papers in the final stages of preparation as this
report is being prepared. For such papers, full or partial support under this
contract will be explicitly acla.owledged.
Work performed under the subject contract in the following four areas
of electrodynamical studies in upper and lower atmosphere coupLing are:
1. Magnetosphere -ionosphere -atmosphere coupling in auroral
electrodynamics (3 papers).
2. Middle atmosphere electrodynamscs (1 paper).
3. Thermosphere -troposphere coupling (1 paper).
4. Tt-opospheric electrodynamics (progress report).
Observational and theoretical understanding of the near-earth space
environment ha%, e progressed in recent years to the point where it is now
possible and desirable to find out the interrelationships between various
comp onents of the earth's atmosphere. In short, it is increasingly evident
that the division of the earth's atmospheric environment into sharply defined
All
1 .	 non-interacting spheres has served its earlier function of conceptual simpli-
fication and must now be reexamined in regard to the earth's atmospheric	 .1.
response to solar stimuli.
The major tasks detailed for the present study are primarily investi-
gations-in-depth of studies which seem to be most fruitful in the exploratory
work of a previous contract, NASW-3120. Studies of ionosphere-magnetosphere
coupling in the aurcra is a prime example. However, new and unique areas of
observations bearing on the electrodynamics of the atmosphere have not been
ignored. Items 2 and 4 above are such examples. In the area of auroral
electrodynamics, investigations under the present and previous contracts
have in some sense borne fruit. Work performed under NASW-3120 and
NASW-33 327 (the present contract) was the basis from which a full-scaled
studv of auroral electrodynamics at the Space Sciences Laboratory and UCLA
was organized. This stud y is presently performed under the auspices of
NASA's Solar- Terrestrial Theory Program.
11.	 AURORAL ELECTRODYNAMICS
As a result of N ork performed under this contract and its predecessor
NASW-31 _2 0, we were invited to give a review talk, entitled ''Effects of Auroral-
Particle Anisotropies and Mirror Forces on High-Latitude Electric .Fields''
(Chiu, Cornwall and Schulze, at the 1980 Chapman Conference on Formation of
Aurora'. Arcs in Fairbanks, Alaska. The conference is sponsored by the
American Geophysical Union and '.he paper will be part of an AGJU monograph
(ed. S-1. Akasofu) on the formation mechanisms of auroral arcs.
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Auroral arcs result from the acceleration and precipitation of :ing
current and/or plasma-sheet plasma in narro%. regions characterized by
strong electric fields both perpendicular and parallel to the earth's magnetic
field. The various mechanisms that have been proposed for the origin of
such strong electric fields are not mutually exclusive. However, for most
proposed mechanisms (with the possible exception of double layers of Debye
length parallel scale), the effects of auroral particle anisotropy, of mirror
forces due to the inhomogeneous geomagnetic field, of auroral electron back-
scatter by the atmosphere, and of electron trapping by the combination of
magnetic mirroring and electrostatic forces must be taken into account in
simulations of auroral electric fields. In addition, the effects of the very
strong perpendicular electric field must also be taken into account in a
kinetic description of the Poisson equation in order to achieve a unified
theory of the auroral electrostatic structure. In this paper, progress in
these areas in the past few y ears will be reviewed. It is shown that particle
anisotropies and mirror forces can account for most electrostatic features
of the quiet arc, while additional effects may be taking place in strong events
in which the parallel potential drop exceeds — 10 kV.
A basic problem of all mechanisms of electrodynamic coupling
between upper and lower atmospheres concerns hove- el.ectri: fields are
transmitted between the magnetosphere and the atmosphere. In the technical
jargon of the field, this is known as electric field "mapping''. If magnetic
field lines were also electric equipotentials (i. e. , no potential drop along the
magnetic field line), the "ma pping" of electric fields is a simple geometrical
procedure dictated by the magnetic field configuration only. However, as
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can be seen from the review summary above, there exists a parallel potential
drop in the auroral region; thus, the snapping problem takes on entirely differ-
ent forms. We have made an in-depth study of this problem in a paper
entitled "On the Structure of Auroral Acceleration Potentials" (Chiu, Newman
and Cornwall). At the time of preparing this final report, this paper is going
through the final stages of preparation; therefore, we shall include only the
title and summary abstract in this report. Support from NASW-3327 will be
acknowledged.
We examine the self-consistency of tnagnetospheric and ionospheric
boundary conditions of a kinetic model of magnetospheric-ionospheric electro-
dynamical coupling in the aurora formulated by Chiu and Cornwall (1980).
This model includes the kinetic current conservation model of Lyons (1980); but
in addition, it demands self-consistency between kinetic charge distributions
and the divergence of the electric field in accordance with Poisson's equation.
It is found that the structures of the ionospheric electric potential in response
to imposed mag,netospheric structure takes a variety of shz pes in agreement
with the "V-shaped" ar.J "S-shaped" structure: measured by electric field
measurements on board the S3-3 satellite. In the absence of a parallel
potential drop, the "mapping" of electric fields from the magnetosphere to
the ionosphere is strictly dictated by the geometr y
 of the magnetic field.
With the presence of a kinetic model parallel potential drop, the "mapping"
of electric fields between the magnetosphere and ionosphere is formulated
here in terms of our Green's function treatment. It is shown that the new
"mapping" filters out structure scales larger than an inverted-V scale (50-
150 kml deterruned by the ionos pheric Pedersen conductivity . All structure
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scales smaller than this natural scale can be 'mapped through" from the
magnetosphere to the ionosphere.
Aside from the above two papers, u v e have also completed the major
part of the scientific work on a theory of auroral arc pulsation (Chiu and
Cornwall). We show that ion heating by electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves
partially destroys the auroral acceleration electric potential, gi"int; rise to a
relaxation oscillation of the auroral potential structure. At the time of pre-
partition of this final report, the scientific calculations have been completed
5+it the paper is not ,vet completely written. Partial support under t}is con-
tract will be acknowledged.
III.	 MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE ELECTRODYNAMICS
A major problem ir. middle atmosphere electrodynamics is how
thunderstorm electric fields propagate. For radio frequency electric fields,
the problem is well-understood. The problem for electrostatic fields has
also beer investigated fairly completely in the last few years, due to interest
in electrodynamic upper and lower atmosphere couplin¢. However, because
the natural electrodynamic time constant in the middle atmosphere is a few
seconds, the significant phenomenon in middle a tmosphere electrodynamics
is the propagation of sferic^, of a few second time constant. Data in this
area have onl y
 recentl y
 been obtained with electric field measurements on
stratospheric balloons.
As a result of our observational and theoretical efforts, we have
been invited to write a cha pter, entitled "Sferics in the Stratosphere'' ;Holz-
worth and Chiu), in the Handbook of Atmospherics, edited b y H. Volland.
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This book is under production at the time of preparation of this report. The
theoretically predicted features of middle atmospheric sferics are in good
agreement with observations. The essential point of this study is that inter-
pretation of middle at.nosphe ri: electric field data must take into account
propagation effects because the time constant for these effects can be quite
long compared to the time constants of possibie sources of such electric
fields, whether they are of tropospheric or ionospheric origin.
IV.	 THERMOSPHERE-TROPOSPhERE COUPLING
We have continued compilation of a comprehensive data set of thermo-
spheric density measurements from cold-cathode ion gauges on Atmospheric
Explorer and USAF satellites. Fluctuations cl these density profiles in the
thermosphere are assumed a priori to be signatures of thermospheric gravity
waves. We have been interested in correlating features of this data set to
physically plausible features of the troposphere as a rneans of studying upper
and lower atmosphere coupling by wave propagation. Under NASW-31 Z0, a
paper w • as published on correlation of thermospheric wave structures with
seasonally intense reE,ions of deep tropospheric convective activit y indicated
by satellite -observed lightning frequency. In our present study, a paper is
to be published $,essentially accepted) on a correlation of thermospheric wave
occurrence with transient tropospheric activity indicated by the vorticity
area index (VAI).
Based or. the occurrence frequency of thermospheric wave structures
in some 24, 000 measurements of density, vk • e demonstrate that the:-e is no
significant hemispherical correlation between thermospheric waves and the
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tropospheric vorticity area index in the epoch 1974-1976. Further, wave
occurrence frequency does not exhibit the characteristic feature of the VAI
in relation to interplanetary magnetic sector boundary crossings. In the
polar zone, (600 - 900 1 N. wave occurrence frequency does increase signi-
ficantly if the hemispherical VAI increases above — 30 x 10 5 kmZ . In con-
trast to previous work (Rice and Sharp, 1977; Chiu et al., 1979), which
correlated thermospheric wave occurrence to geographically and seasonally
persistent features of the troposphere, this work focuses upon the study of
transient (weather) systems as represented by the VAL Consequently, the
null relationship between VAI and the wave occurrence frequency outside the
polar zone may reflect the dominance of the persistent sources in the non-
polar troposphere.
V.	 TROPOSPHERIC ELECTRODYNAMICS
Due to delays in the deliver y of global lightning sensor data from
Aerospace instruments on board two DMSP satellites, we have not been
able to complete acquisition of enough statistics until late in the year to
correlate global lightning occurrence with solar and galactic cosmic ray
events. Exploration for such possible connections with high statistics data
is prompted by recent speculation that mesospheric and tropospheric electro-
dynamics may have some relationship to nucleation around increases of seed
ionization or to the global electrica'. circtut.
B y September 1980, however, data delivery difficulties have been
ironed out; and, we have been able to analyze the iollowing set of lightning
data which involve interesting solar-galactic cosmic ray events and global
lightning events:
i
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Data Periods: Sep. 6-30, 1977
f
Nov. 7-1Z, 1977
ZZ-30, 1977
Feb. 13-Z4, 1978
Apr. 6-Z6, 1978
Nov. Z-30, 1978
Apr. 3-30, 1979
May 1-7,	 1979
15-28, 1979
Aug. 14-Z8, 1979
The selection criteria of these data periods arc: 1) existence of cosmic
ray events during the periods, and Z) existence of essentially continuous
global lightning data from our instruments.
At the time of preparing this final report, we have completed analysis
of the above data set. A quick-look analysis shows that indeed there are some
distinct coincident events that are mere than 1 c over the statistical average,
but the total picture seems to be much more complex. We shall maid a
careful assessment of the statistical significance of the quick-look results.
NASIV-3327 vill be acknowledged in our publications as a mainstay of support
in this analysis. We plan to present the results of the analysis in the spring
of 1981.
V1.	 CONCLUSIONS
Our research work, in a years ti::>e, has spanned virtually the
entire spectrum of currently interesting areas of electrodynamical studies
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in upper and lower atmosphere coupling. Clearly, our findings cannot be
said to have proved the existence of an incontrovertible coupling mechanism
between the magnetosphere and troposphere. However, the work on magne-
tosphere-ionosphere coupling, when compared with observations, lndl r! .tea
that, indeed. electrodynamics are the key mechanism in which the ionosphere
actively participates in the precipitation of solar wind energy into the high-
latitude atmosphere. There, something mysterious happens, so that occur-
rence statistics of thermospheric turbulence in the form of gravity waves at
high latitudes is somehow correlated with tropospheric transient turbulence
as indicated by she vorticity area index. We cannot as yet determine whether
this correlation is entirely due to tropospheric driving or is "helped along"
by the special electrodynamical conditions set up in the high-latitude region.
Ln this .regard, it is of interest to note that the high-latitude zone (> 60 lati-
tude) is mostly outside of the most violent zone of trol..,opheric transient
turbulence. the front of "polar" air masses.
To find out t: ! possible physical mechanisms, which may be respon-
sible for such "mysterious" correlations, we feel that the most potentially
rewarding area of new research contributions may be in middle atmosphere
electrodynamics. The theoretical concepts and methods in this area have
yet to be tested by electrodynamical measurements on stratospheric balloons
and, in the near future, on mesospheric satellites. Our contract work in
this area has demonstrated that some element of theoretical interpretation
of such data can be understood. We intend to Pursue this area of research
in co-ordination with balloon and satellite programs of mesospheric and
stratospheric electrodynamics.
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The scientific papers (published, in press, accepted for publication
or in preparation), which are attributed to support by NASW-3327, are listed
in the following. The actual papers, presently available, are attached at the
end of this report as exhibits.
1. Effects of auroral-particle aniosotropies and mirror forces
on high-latitude elec t-r - fields, Y. T. Chiu, J. M. Cornwall,
and M. Schulz, Invited paper, 1980 Chapman Conference on
Formation of Auroral Arcs, Fairbanks, Alaska. To appear in
AGU monograph 1981, ed. S. -I. Akasofu.
2. Sferics in the stratosphere, R. H. Holzworth and Y. T. Chiu,
Chapter 16, Handbook of Atmospherics, ed. H. Volland, in
production, 1980.
3. Correlative study of thermospheric gravity waves and tropospheric
vorticity area index, Y. T. Chiu and L. R. Sharp, Geophysical
Research Letters, 8, L81, 1980.
4. On the structure of auroral acceleration potentials, Y. 1. Chiu,
k. L. Newman and J. M. Cornwall, in final stages of preparation
and to be submitted to J. Geophys. Res. , 1981.
5. Theory of auroral arc pulsation, J. M. Cornwall and Y. T. Chiu,
in preparation and to be submitted to J. Geophys. Res. , 1981.
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Exhibit A: Effects of Auroral-Particle Anisotropies and Mirror Forces
on High-Latitude Electric Fields, by Y. T. Chiu, J. M. Corn-
wall and M. Schulz
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EFFECTS OF AURORAL-PARTICLE ANISOTROPIES AND
MIRROR FORCES ON HIGH-LATITUDE ELECTRIC FIELDS*
Y. T. Chiu, J. M. Cornwall** , and hichael Schulz
Space Sciences Laboratory
The Aerospace Corporation
P. 0. Box 92957
Los Angeles, CA 90009
**Permanent Address: Departaent of Physics,
University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Abstract
Auroral arcs result from the acceleration and precipitation of ring
current and/or plasma-sheet plasma in narrow regions characterized by strong
electric fields both perpendicular and parallel to the earth's magnetic
field. The various mechanisms that have been proposed for the origin of such
strong electric fields are not mutually exclusive. 'However, for most prc-
posed mechanisms (with the possible exception of double layers of Debye length
parallel scale), the effects of auroral particle anisotropy, of mirror forces
due to the inhomogeneous geomagnetic field, of auroral electron backscatter by
the atmosphere, and of electron trapping by the combination of magnetic
mirroring and electrostatic forces must be taken into accoun	 i simulations
of auroral electric fields. In addition, the effects of the very strong
perpendicular electric field must also be taken into account in a kinetic
description of the Poisson equation in order to achieve a unified theory of
the -auroral electrostatic structure. In this paper, progress in these areas
in the past few years will be reviewed. It is shown that particle anistro-
pies and mirror forces can account for most electrostatic features of the
quiet arc, while additional effects may be taking place in strong events in
which the parallel potential drop exceeds - 10 kV .
*Invited Paper: 1980 Chapman Conference on Formation of auroral Arcs, 21-24
July 1980, Fairbanks, Alaska
This work is supported by NASA under Grant NASW-3327.
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I. UMODUCTION
The latter half of the nineteen seventiefi has witnessed a spectacular
increase in the understanding of the electrodynamics of the auroral arc. This
happy circumstance is supported on the one hand by the advent of simultaneous
higb;-resolution particle and field observations at altitudes of M 1R_ , such
as those obtained by instruments on board the S3-3 satellite, and on the other
hand by earlier rocket and radar backscatter observations at ionospheric alti-
tudes. Although the optical aurora has stirred human imagination since time
immemorial, it is perhaps not an exaggeration to say that only now are human
beings able to grasp an outline of the mechanisms for the formation of the
auroral arcs As we may reasonably expect, the observations
indicate a complex but basically electrodynamical interaction between plasma
particles and fields (electric as well as magnetic) in the auroral magneto-
sphere.
In this paper, we shall undertake to review certain unavoidable, indeed
"inevitable", aspects of the electrodynamical interaction between particles
and fields in the auroral region of the magnetosphere. These effects, which
conspire to support an electric potential drop along auroral field lines to
accelerate magnetospheric electrons downward and ionospheric ions upward, are
"inevitable" in the sense that they are imposed by the following unavoidable
external circumstances: the mirroring motion of particles in the earth's
dipole-like magnetic field, the differential anisotropy of injected plasma-
sheet electrons and ioas, the existence of the ionosphere with the inevitable
implication of electron backscatter and current closure, and, last but not
least, the existence of large electric potential drops perpendicular to the
magnetic field. We shall show that an integrated model of these "inevitable"
factors can account for the recent satellite observations of particles and
fields in the quiet auroral arc (observed on the day-to-day basis). it is not
our intention in this review to treat the electrodynamics or complex specta-
cular auroral events in which electron energies are greater than a few
kilovolts.
.kithough the specific purpose of this brief review is to address the
effects of the above-mentioned factors in auroral dynamics, it would be un-
physical to discuss these factors without considering their relationship to
observations and to the theoretical interpretation of those observations. in
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particular, we need to clarify the relationship of these "inevitable" effects
to present electrodynamical theories of the formation of auroral arcs;
r thereby, we hope to formulate a "unified" modal of auroral electrodynamics.
For these reasons, brief reviews of observations and data interpretation will
be included here.
In a brief review such as this one, it is inappropriate to give as
exhaustive reference list; therefore, we shall attempt to give only a repre-
sentative reference list, emphasizing the latest results, so that the reader
can trace a more complete reference if he so chooses. Thus, works referenced
here are not necessarily ,judged by us to be of special significance;
similarly, works not referenced here are not judged to be comparatively any
less significant.
II. OBSUVATIONS
Before the advent of high-resolution observations by auroral satellites,
data on ionospheric and magnetospheric coupling depended on balloon, rocket,
and radar observations which were necessarily episodic; nevertheless, the
basic physical properties of auroral ionospheric currents and electric fields
(e.g., Cloutier, 1971; Mozer and Manka, 1971; Vondrak et al., 1971), together
with their relationship to high-latitude convection electric fields (e.g.,
Cauffman and Gurnett, 1972; Heppner, 1972) measured by satellites, have been
established. Generally, these measurements have indicated that the substorm
convection electric field in the magnetosphere drives perpendicular
ionospheric currents consistent with ionospheric perpendicular electric fields
(meridional and zonal) of the order of tens of millivolts/meter. In addition,
Birkeland currents parallel to auroral magnetic field lines seem to have been
observed (e.g., Armstrong and Zmuda, 1973). These low-altitude observations
are primarily concerned with the morphology and large-scale prc.^esses of
auroral substorms and are instrumental in emphasizing the importance of the
electric field in auroral processes. They, however, have relatively little to
say about the microscopic processes taking place in the auroral region.
Ever, as the large-scale auroral processes were being unraveled, certain
microscopic statures of auroral low-energy particle Frecipitations were being
discovered. Frank and Ackerso. (1971) noted that occasionally observations or
low-energy (tens of keV) electron precipitation would show an "inverted-V"
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structure on an energy-time spectrum plot, i.e., the precipitating electron
energy spectrum hardens and than softens as the Injun 5 satellite moves
through the structure.	 Evans (1974; 1975) convincingly demonstrated that 	 :s
rocket measurements of auroral low-energy electrons indicated downward moving
electron beams at kaV energies, comparable to those of "inverted-V" struc-
tures. Further, by a careful study of electron backscatter from the atmos-
phere, Evans demonstrated that these auroral electron beams are indications of
electric potential drops, along the magnetic field, existing between the
equator and the ionosphere. At about the same time, observations of singly
ionized energetic 0+ ions in the magnetosphere (Shelley et al., 1972; Sharp
et al., 1974) also gave indication that microscopic processes in the aurora
couple the ionosphere with the magnetosphere.
These observations of "inverted-V" structures, of electron beams, and
of 0+ ions of probable ionospheric origin in the magnetosphere presage very
interesting microscopic processes to be discovered in the auroral process in
which the ionosphere plays an active rather than passive role. However,
because of the episodic nature of rocket observations and because of the low
resolution and low data rate of the early satellite observations, the scope of
and inter-relationship between these phenomena were not understood until the
launch of the polar-orbiting auroral satellite S3-3, which intercepts auroral
field lines at altitudes up to ^8000 km , precisely in the region where iono-
spheric and magnetospheric plasmas are expected to interact. Included in the
S3-3 payload are instruments to ,ieasure electric fields (Mozer et al., 1977),
low energy electrons (Mizera et al., 1976), energetic ions (Shelley et al.,
1976), and plasma waves (Kintner et al., 1978).
The S3-3 observations not only confirmed Evans' observations of downward-
moving field-aligned electron beam at keV energies but also revealed the exis-
tence of upward-moving ion beams aligned with the magnetic field in "inverted-
V" structures. This certainl y indicates that the three phenomena are
intimately related, but more importantly the S3-3 particle observations leave
little doubt that an electric potential drop or several to tens of kilovolts,
aligned vith the magnetic field, exises between the ionosphere and the
magnetospheric equator. Electrostatic field measu•ements also indicate paired
regions of oppositely directed perpendicular el pci:ric fields, with latitudinal
scale lengths of some 50 km, reflecting a negative space-charge re gion pre-
:1-ii
sumably associated with downward-streaming electrons. Figure 1 which is a
composite of particle and electric field data illustrates the above points.
For further emphasis, Figure 2 shows an enlarged view of the perpendicular
electric field data for the time period marked by the brace in the middle of
Figure 1. A crucial, but seldom emphasized, feature which is brought out by
the high sensitivity and high resolution of the S3-3 measurements is that the
above correlated features are observed at the auroral zone pass after pass at
all satellite altitudes. In other words, these are fundamental features of
the aurora rather than episodic curiosities.
III. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATIONS
The key theoretical issue concerning the interpretation of the S3-3
observations really involves the electrodynamics of the auroral arc itself. A
key fact which must be recognized is that a magnetic-field-aligned electro-
static potential difference of kilovolt magnitude exists between the iono-
sphere and the equator. In many respects, this feature has been anticipated
in a number of theoretical considerations based on earlier observations. The
crucial question is whether the mechanism for the buildup of such a field-
aligned potential drop involves the ionosphere, for there is no doubt that the
energy source of the aurora is derived from the interaction between the solar
wind and the magnetosphere via plasmas which are injected by substorm
processes onto the auroral field lines. Some aspects of the theories of
auroral field-aligned potential drop have been reviewed (Shawhan et al., 1978;
Hudson and Mozer, 1978), but our discussions will be primarily concerned with
the particle anisotropy and particle mirroring aspects of these theories.
Theories of auroral processes involving magnetic-field-aligned electro-
static potential differences can be roughly classified into five categories,
although they are not mutually exclusive. These are: 1) Debye-length double
layer, Z) oblig%ie electrostatic shock, 3) anomalous resistivity, 4) down-
ward mapping of coavection electric field discontinuities, and 5) magnetic
mirroring effects of differential pitch-angle anisotropy between ions and
electrons. These categories invoke theoretical arguments of varying degrees
of sophistication and believability to show that kilovolt electrostatic
potential drops may be produced in various assumed plasma distributions. The
Debye-length double-layer model is sharply differentiated from the others by
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its prediction of the scale length with which the total field-aligned
potential difference is distributed, i.e., the magnitude of the parallel
electric field.
Our brief discussion begins with the traditional view of these mech-
anisms in isolation; than we shall proceed to consider their relationship to
the effects of particle dynamics mentioned in the Introduction.
The Debye-length double layer (Block, 1975; Shawhan at al., 1978) is a
boundary layer between unmagnetized cold plasma on one side and hot plasma on
the other. The potential drop across the layer is alleged to be - kT e/IeI and
tLe layer thickness is of the order of several Debye lengths ( - 10 km); thus,
the parallel electric field in double layers must be - (0.1 - 1) V/m. A
current-driven instability is usually invoked as the formation mechanism of
double layers, which requires a field-aligned current greater than a certain
threshold value. If potential drops inferred by electron beam observations at
53-3 altitudes as high as 8000 km are all due to double layers above the
satellite, then evidently the ionosphere does not seem to be a factor in
double layer formation. Frequently, based on observations of both electron
any :.on beams on S3-3, one may infer that potential drops exist both above and
below the satellite (Mizera and Fennell, 1977; Croley at al., 1978). Since it
is highly improbable that the satellite just happened to pass through within
tLe double layer thickness, such frequent occurrences seem to require more
than one double layer to be formed on the same field line. Further, given the
small scale length of the layer, it would be rather difficult for the mech-
anism to explain the coincident observation of downward electron beams and
upward 0}
 beams unless the double layer occurs at the topside ionosphere
where Ot
 is plentiful. Theories of doubly layer formation are mathemati-
cally difficult, even for very simple plasma distributions (1hontgomery and
Joyce, 1.969), and a quantitative theory has yet to be develo,._d for auroral
plasmas in an inhomogeneous magnetic field. For these reasons, we shall not
discuss the possible relationship between Debye—length double layers and the
effects of particle aaisotropies and mirror forces, although the latter are
bound to enter into consideration of Debye-length double layers in magnetized
plasmas.
Oblique electrostatic shocks (Swift, 1975; 1976; Kan, 1975) are similar
to double layers except that they recognize the influence of the magnetic:
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field and consider that the shock normal is at an arbitrary angle a to the
magnetic field direction. For asd the shock thickness R is measured in units
of the ion gyroradius of a few km, a typical cross-field scale being some 15-
20 gyroradii ( - 100 km). The field-aligned scale length is L/cos a which can
be quite extensive if the shock normal angle u approaches n/2 . Swift has
shown that self-consistent oblique shock solutions to Poisson's equation can
be obtained with simple plasma distributions in an inhomogeneous magnetic
field (Swift, 1979). The oblique shock geometry has certain advantages over
the current-driven double layer in regard to the interpretation of S3-3 data,
even though the theory waa conceived prior to S3-3. ':his is because the
field-aligned scale length i/cos a can be chosen to be of the order of 1-2 Re
so that only one shock (or a pair of double reverse shocks) need be invoked to
explain the existence of potential drops above and below the satellite. It
is, of course, a disadvantage that the theory as- developed by Swift does not
predict u , or equivalently the cross-field scale length. As we discuss
later, this scale length can be estimated by incorporating ionospheric phy-
sics. An oblique shock with parallel scale length ? 1 R e is almost certainly
strongly coupled to ' the ionosphere, which at the very least supplies impor-
tant boundary conditions for the shock. Presently, there seems to be some
controversy concerning the distinction between electrostatic shocks and
"double layers" of all parallel scales (Goertz, 1979; Kan, 1980). These
arguments do not concern us; here we adopt the terminology of the initial
author in order to maintain impartiality.
A third mechanism by which a magnetic-field-aligned electric potential
drop can allegedly be generated is anomalous resistivity in the field-aligned
direction (Hudson et al., 1973). Such anomalous resistivity may be due to a
large number of possible modes of AC electric-field turbulence in the auroral
plasma (e.g., Kindel and Kennel, 1971; Papadopoulos and Coffey, 1975). Hudson
e:: al. (1978) estimated that turbulent electric fields in the electrostatic
ion cyclotron mode with amplitudes - 50 mV/m may yield sufficiRnt anomalous
resistivity to generate parallel electrostatic (DC) fields of - 1 mV/m. It is
not clear haw the largely perpendicular AC fields can affect parallel elec-
tron. currents (and their resistivity).
	
Chie feature common to oblique-shock
models and anomalous-resistivi-1; 1
 models is that the potential smoothly varies
over ; scale of - ? 2 ex? tr.;^^n in order to accommodate potential drops
ox — (1 — iu) kilovolts.
	
it	 be noted that the question of how such an
A_ 1. 1
extensive region of turbulence can be maintained ac a high level (- 50 mV/m
AC), in the presence of nom-linear stabilising affects such as Lou heating,
must be addressed. However, to address this question, it seems to us that the
effects of particle motion in an inhomogeneous magnetic field and the effects
of ionor<;;heric plasma cannot be ignored. Further, to study the generation of
the electrostatic turbulence, the ultimate cause must be looked for in t"-:e
characteristics of particle distribution functions. Again, we find ourselves
returning to the question of particle distributions in an inhomogeneous
magnetic field.
The fourth source of auroral electric fields that accelerate ions and
electrons in opposite directions along the earth's magnetic field is tr.e mag-
netospheric convection electric field. The coneztion electric field is per-
pendicular to the magnetic field at high altitudes, but its merldional ;r,a)
component has a theoretical discontinuity at or near the boundAry between
closed and open magnetic field lines. Figure 3 shows the amplitudes of the
diurnal variation of E at ionospheric altitudes (Chiu et al., 1979; Lyons,
1980). Ionospheric resistivity would partially connect electrostatic equi-
potentials across the discontinuity, but at too low an altitude to account
properly for the observed component of E parallel to 8 . However, the "kine-
matical resistivity" associated writh magnetic-mirror forces on a hot plasma
may
 increase the altitude at which the parallel (to B ) component of E woi,id
appear. The details of this latter effect, which (if it occur3) would pro-
duce the desired distribution of E 3 with altitude, remain to be worked out
in detail. Lyons (1980) has considered the perpendicular distribution of the
parallel potential drop in a model incorporating the ionos phere. The effect
would be such as to produce an upward electric field in the PM sector (mam-
ma! at dusk) and a downward electric field in the AM sector (maximal at dawn)
of the auroral oval. This expectation la in good agreement with the diurnal
distribution of upgoing ion beams observed by G'tielmetti et al. (1973). How-
ever, to study the distribution of E parallel to 9 , one must again face the
question of particle distributions in an inhomogeneous magnetic field.
=or the most part, these mechanisms have been considered in i3olat'_oa of
each ether and of the ionosphere, sot because paysicists believe that it
shoul.i be so, but Ilecause it is difficult to treat the couplings. in :act, a
correct thecretica! treatment of aurora! phenomena will without loubt mer:;e
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several of these mechanisms with each other and with ionospheric physics. It
is unfortunate that much of the recent literature on auroral mechanisms pays
so little attention to coupling with the ionosphere; some exceptions (with two
of which the authors are connected) exist, though. As a general rule, the
ionosphere couples neighboring field lines and allows for predictions of lati-
tudinal. structure and scale lengths. I:-^e is no such coupling in the
individual mechanisms mentioned abova (except that oblique shocks have an
arbitrary structure which crosses field lines), so none car explain are
structure without going beyond the given mechanism. The unifying thread
running through the above consideration of the mechanisms is, of course, the
necessity for establishing the proper self-consistency between Farti,:les and
field distributions in an inhomogeneous mirroring magnetic field with proper
ionospheric and magnetospheric boundary conditions.
It is with the consideration of this common thread in mind that we are
led to the effects of auroral-particle anisotropies and mirroring forces on
the distributions of electric fields in the auroral region.
IV. PARTICLE ANISOTRU?Y AND MIRROR FORCES
The effects of particle anisotropies and mirror force: in an inhomo-
geneous magnetic field have traditionally been considered as a mechanism for
generating a parallel potential drop in the same sense as the mechanisms con-
sidered above (see, for example, Lemaire and Scherer, 1974; Shawhaa et al.,
1978; Chiu et al., 1979). However, because these effects owe their exisrence
to "inevitable" factors of magnetic field geometry, ionospheric and magneto-
spheric boundary conditions, they,
 should properly be discussed apart from
"dynamical" mechanisms. These effects do not act in isolation or in opposi-
tion to the mechanisms discussed above; rather, as we shall see, they may be
the common thread which unifies the various mechanisms (except for the Debye-
length double laver) into a single auroral mechanism. Figure 4 shows an
example of the difference of pitch angle distributions between ions and elec-
trons observed by instruments on board the SCATHA satellite near the equa-
torial regions of auroral field lines. So, differential anisotropy between
ions and electrons is observed fact, not hypothesis.
As far as we can determine, A1_'vin and Faithrmaar (1 1963) w4Lre the first
to point, out that low density two-component mono-energetic Ylasmz in an
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inhomogeneous mirroring magnetic field must support a parallel electric field
unless the anisotropies of energy (i.e., ratio of parallel :o perpendicular
kinetic energy) are the same for both ions and electrons. Their results have
been further developed by Persson (1966), yielding a potential drep AO between
the ionosphere and the equator.
A* '7 (B L/B 0 - 1) wil wel wet wil
w  1 + we
(1)
where B is the magnetic field, w is the kinetic energy of the component
and species indicated by the subscripts, and the subscripts L and 0 denote the
ionosphere and the equator respectively. Since B L/ B0 > 1 for auroral field
lines, lei A4 would be much greater than the auroral particle kinetic energies
( - 10-100 keV) unlesa the anisotropy difference between electrons and ions is
of order P O/B L . Ponyavia et al. (1917) pointed out that the potential drop
for a two-component bi-!laxwellian plasma would be much less,
"a le w li	 1 + (wle/wle) xIn	 —^—	 (2)
w le+ w li	 1+ (wli w li x
where x - B
L /B0 - 1, yielding lei 10 to be about half of the average particle
kinetic energy (a few keV). Sinilar results have also been discussed by
Whipple (1977) and Lennart3son (1977).
While the geometrical and boundary-imposed properties of particle distri-
butions are the basic causes of the parallel potential drops discussed above,
i.e., ions and electrons of different pitch angle distributions mirror on the
average at different locations of the field line thus creating a charge-
separation electric field, the above results are arrived at by requiring a
parallel potential distribution to maintain a balance of positive and negative
charges on a field line (quasi-neutrality). For this reason, the effects of
particle anisotropy ana mirror forces are quite frequently intermingled with
quasi-neutrality - to the extent that these effects have become inseparable
from quasi-neutrality. :n reality, we must be careful to distinguish quasi-
neucralir.y, which is nothing more or less than an assumed method of deriving
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the parallel potential m , from the more basic and "inevitable" factors of
particle anisotropy and mirror forces. Indeed, we shall discuss more general
applications of these factors in the next section.
The application of quasi-neutrality to obtain solutions of kinetic equi-
librium between particles and fields has had a long history. Lemaire and
Scherer (1971) have pioneered a series of applications of these kinetic prin-
ciples to a number of magnetospheric problems involving primarily isotropic
Maxwellian distributions. Applications to auroral plasmas have become the
dominant topic in recent years (Lemaire and Scherer, 1974; Knight, 1974;
Lenuartsson, 1977). Chiu and Schulz (1978) reexamined the problem in -he
light of the S3-3 observations and suggested the necessity of raking into
account other "inevitable" factors such as electron backscattev from the
ionosphere (eloquently noted by Evans (1974; 1975) a few years earlier) and
electron trapping by a combination of electric and mirroring forces. 	 A
typical quasi-neutral solution for the equilibrium potential is shown in
Figure 5. In general, the parallel electric field due to the factors
discussed he-e is distributed over the entire auroral field line so thzt the
parallei electric field strength is < 1 mV/m. Further, as has been noted in
simple model calculations, the more complex models confirm that a potential
drop of < 10 '1V can be supported by these basic factors of particle kinetics;
thus, particle anisotropy and mirror forces cannot account for the more spec-
tacular auroral events in which the potential drop can be as high as 30 U.
A final aspect of particle anisotropy and mirror forces in aurora!
dynamics is somewhat subtle and is not generally appreciated. By suggesting
that the basic parallel electric field distribution is a direct kinetic conse-
quence of externally imposed geometric and boundary factors, we are also
suggesting that there is an "inevitable" kinetic resistivity to the auroral
low-density plasma so that dynazical processes such as plasma waves do nor-
pla y
 a major role in determining the current-field relationship ("Ohm's law")
in the quiet arc. This viewpoint has been expressed as the "kinetic picture"
by
 Lemaire and as the "current-carrying characteristics of the low density
auroral flux tube" by Evans. A simple but "inevitable" prediction of this
"K-netic picture" is the relationship between field-aligned current J o and the
electric potential drop Ao
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i I = A0O	 (3)	 i
where A is derivable from the parameters of the particle distribution func-
tions (Fridman and Lemaire, 1979; Chiu and Cornwall, 1980). Lyons et al.,
(1979) have essentially demonstrated the validity of (3) with observations.
V. TOWARDS A UNIFIED MODEL OF THE QUIET ARC
In Section III, we have noted that the kinematics of particle distribu-
tions in the inhcnageneous mirroring geomagnetic field is a common thread
which links the various suggested mechanisms for the auroral parallel electric
field. In Section IV, we have reviewed the development of this common thread -
specifically, the effects of particle anisotropy and mirror forces in quasi-
neutral models. Since these effects owe their existence to "inevitable"
factors of magnetic field geometry and boundary conditions in the ionosphere
and magnetosphere, the next logical stet in the development of a model of
quiet arc formation would be to consider the various mechanisms (except the
Debge-length double layer) in the light of this unifying thread.
It is evident that these physical mechanisms do not exist entirely inde-
pendently of one another. For example, if the restrictive assumption of
strict charge neutrality is removed in the magnetic-mirror model, one has an
oblique electrostatic shock in a mirroring field. To the extent that no
dissipative mechanises such as wave-particle turbulence are included in such a
"shock", the resulting electric-field structure is better described as a solu-
tion of Poisson's equation. From another point of view the oblique shock can
be described as some sort of zero-frequency electrostatic ion-cyclotron (ESIC)
mode. There surely is a great deal of ESIC turbulence connected with auroras,
and the physical distinction between the oblique shocks of Swift and this tur-
bulence is at best imprecise. Yet the merging of wave turbulence and shocks
can lead to substantial parallel electric potential drops in the complete
absence of anomalous resistivity. (The reader need not be reminded that tur-
bulence is not synonymous with anomalous resistivity; in fact, it is quite
difficult tc make anomalous resistivity out of even the most turbulent '.raves.)
:'`.ie effects of AC electric fields and electrostatic shock structures,
together with the very important factor of ionospheric current transformation
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can ail be folded into a model which includes the effects of particle
anisotropy and mirroring forces. The formal development is based on charge
conservation (Poisson's equation, of which quasi-neutrality is a truncated
form) and current conservation in the ionosphere. Chiu and Cornwall (1980)
have considered such a model in dipolar magnetic geometry, coupled with
ionospheric physics. In such a model the parallel potential drop is inti-
mately coupled to the perpendicular electrostatic field structure as indicated
in Figure 1.
Poisson's equation with perpendicular electric field in a dipolar
magnetic field
V'El + B as (B-lEI) - 4*	 n j e j 	(4)
j
becomes
	
R V,El + B 3e (B- 'E	 4w- 4 	 n 1  j	 (5)j
where K is the plasma dielectric constant:
n M c2
	
K - 1 + 4* I	 j1	 (6)
	
j	 s 2
and the density n  is that which would be appropriate in the absence of the
perpendicular electric field. Equation (5) is an approximate generalization
of Swift's formulation (1975) to an inhomogeneous magnetic field and is in
agreement with Swift's own generalization (1979). The quasi-neutrality
equation of Chiu and Schulz (1978) is simply that the right-hand side of
(5) vanish.	 In fact, taking E l from data and 9 •El ft E 1/f. l where £ 1 is the
perpendicular scale, one finds that the left-hand side of (5) yields a frac-
tional charge separation & n/n - 10 -2 -10-3
	Or, looked at the other way
around, this sort of charge separation can drive perpendicular electric fields
e? O(M` / i e) - 100's of mV/m, as well as parallel fields of 0(( Ii/II)E1
It should be noted that the term Ba(B -1E^)/as in (5) is quite negligible; it
is of order 1^ /t o
	10-8 where A. is the Debve length. This is why ordinary
double layers need such small parallel scale lengths in order for there to be
appreciable charge separation.
	 In this generalized formulation, the exis-
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tence of Z  (independent of whether the second term on the left side of (5) is
included or not) is supported self-consistently not jnly by particle aniso-
tropy and mirror forces implicit in n j but also by the existence of perpen-
dicular	 potential	 drops	 in	 the magnetosphere	 implicit	 in K 7•E1,
since K > 1.	 Thus, a discontinuity in 7-E 1 in the magnetosphere (Lyons,
1980; Chiu et al., 1979) an also be contributory to Ea.
From (5), 7-E 
J. 
introduces the perpendicular scale length i t of the
auroral arc into the model. However, to self-consistently determine L 1 , (5)
is not enough because current and charge must also be conserved at the ionos-
phere. In other wort, the scale ti must be such that ionospheric and magneto-
spheric conservation Liws are both satisfied. Thus, the scale length of the
perpendicular electrostatic field structure is related not only to the field-
aligned current to the ionosphere but also to the ionospheric Pedersen conduc-
tivity. Thus, ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling is a crucial ingredient
determining the geommtric structure as well as the energetics of the quiet
auroral arc in such a model.
To incorporate ionospheric current transformation in the region (120-
2000) ion altixude is a very difficult task. At present, only very rudi-
mentary methods are used to prescribe the current flow in the ionosphere and
the horizontal electric-field gradients there; they are coupled by the
requirement that the ionosphere must be able to balance the current flow (as
well as to balance sources and sinks of charge). Two simple equations express
these facts:
	 (e.g., Atkinson, 1970; Coroniti and Kennel, 1972) the equation
of current continuity
a	
I 
11
	
J	 3x	 p ax)
and if charge balance at the ionospnere
R 
.S-a(N`-`102).0
	 (°)
In these equations, x is a horizontal nort`-south coordinate, L is the
height-integrated Pedersen conductivity, v is the height-integrated Iono-
spheric electron density, a is a recombination coefficient, aN. ` represents
non-auroral sources, and S represents sources of :ha:&a from auroral electron
precipitation, or from upward-going ions,
(7)
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At present, no satisfactory solution of such a model has yet been
obtained in the return—current region, although an approximate solution in the
central electron beam region has been obtained (Chiu and Cornwall, 1980). A
schematic illustration of this model is given in Figure 6. Figure i shows the
latitudinal structure of the approximate solution which can be compared with
the observed structures shown on Figure 2.
Q. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
We have undertaken a very brief review of the various mechanisms which
have beL-n invoked to account for the observed consequence of parallel
potential drops in the auroral arc. Our purpose is, of course, not to address
the details of these mechanisms separately but to emphasize that all the
mechanisms (with perhaps the exception of Debye—length double layers) have a
commonality underlying them: the unavoidable effects of particle anisotropy
and mirror forces, and the necessity to include ionospheric physics as well as
proper magnetospheric boundary conditions. While specific dynamical
mechanisms may be of varying importance in the wide range of auroral condi -
tions, it seems to us that particle anisotropies and mirror forces must be
taken into account for most electrostatic features of the quiet arc when the
parallel potential drop does not exceed a few kilovolts. For more
energetic events, additional dynamical factors such as electrostatic shock and
perhaps anomalous resistivity may come into play.
To formulate a unified model of arc formation,- : have pointed out that
the basic geometrical factors of particle anisotropy and mirror forces must be
merged into the considerations of the various "mechanisms". In the light of
these basic factors, consideration of the various "mechanisms" in isolation of
each other has no a priori physical justification. Indeed, it is an unfor-
tunate historical accident. Auroral physicists are now beginning to realize
the necessity to unify the diverse mechanisms into a comprehensive model of
auroral arc formation. The task is difficult because it must encompass both
magnetospheric ind ionospheric physics, but attempts in this direction are
already being Made (some features of these preliminar y
 attempts are reviewed
here).
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The electrodynamical structure of auroral arcs is obviously much more
complex than the very simple factors distilled into the models reviewed
here. The immediate prospect for these models would be to consider the basic
electrodynamical stricture in relation to specific phenomena one at a time.
For example, the particle distribution functions in self-consistent equili-
brium with the electrostatic pctential I need not be stable with respect to
various plasma wave modes; therefore, evaluation of wave generation under the
basic unavoidable conditions of particle anisotropy and mirror forces in a
strong DC electric field will be an important area of auroral theory in the
near future. Further, although it is outside of the scope of the present
review, the effects of the plasma wave AC electric fields are bound to feed
back upon the DC electric field structure and the particle distribution. The
next logical step of arc-model development will probably be in this direction,
thus unifying some aspects of electrostatic turbulence theory intc the basic
factors considered here.
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Abstract
We examine the self-consistency of magnetospheric and ionospheric
boundary conditions of a kinetic model of magnetospberic-ionospheric elec-
trod ynarrnical coupling in the aurora formulated by Chiu and Cornwall (1980).
This model includes the kinetic current conservation model of Lyons (1980);
but in addition, it demands self-consistency between kinetic charge distri-
butions and the divergence of the electric field in accordance with Poisson's
equation. It is found that the structures of the ionospheric electric potential
in response to imposed magnetospheric structure takes a variety of shapes
in agreement with the"V-shaped" and "S-shaped" structures measured by
electric field measurements on board the S3-3 satellite. In the absence of
a parallel potential drop, the "mapping" of electric fields from the magneto-
sphere to the ionosphere is strictly dictated by the geometr y of the magnetic
field. With the presence of a kinetic model parallel potential drop, the
"mapping'' of electric fields between the magnetosphere and ionosphere is
formulated here in terms of our Greens function treatment. It is shown
that the new "mapping" filters out structure scales larger than an inverted-V
scale (50-150 km) determined by the ionospheric Pedersen condu^_tivity. All
structure scales smaller than this natural scale can be "mapped through"
from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere.
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I. I=DUCTION
Unlika sfarics in the lower troposphere, a sferic seen from the strato-
sphere is not usually characterized by an ionization channel produced by a
visible electrical discharge. The ambient conductivity above 20 km altituda
is generally sufficient to carry a sfaric related current pulse without elec-
trical breakdown. This is a result both of the higher ambient electrical
conductivity as wall as the larger area available for a current path as the
signal propagates further away from the source in the cloud. To date very few
in situ measurements of sfaric-related electric currents and fields la the
stratosphere have been reported.
Sfaric electrical measurements made onboard aircraft flying over thunder-
storms in the troposphere have a long history (cf. Wait, 1953; Stergis et al.,
1957; and Vonnegut at al., 1966). More recently, stratoe;+beric sferics have
been detected with high-sltitude-balloon-borne electrical instrumentation by
3anbrook at al. (1974), Burke (1975) and Holzworth (1980).
These three recent works have concentrated on thunderstorm related strat-
ospneric electric fields in general and each reported briefly on stratospheric
sferic signatures. This chapter will extend these and the earlier works by
describing stratospharic sferic related electric field detection methods and
present obsarvations or a variety of different signatures. Propagation of the
sferic source disturbance in the stratosphere from which a physical descrip-
tion of the observed time scale and signatures can Se determined, will be
mathematically described.
CA
C	 IL STRATOSPHERIC ELECTRIC FIELD INSTRMCWTAnON
The detector used in the experiments described below is a double Langmuir
probe specifically designed to operate in the stratosphere (see Figure 1).
The device measures the potential difference between two identical, separated
conductors with a differential operational amplifier. The electric field
component along the line between the two probes is the potential difference
divided by the probe separation distance.
Many theoretical and experimental discussions of the double Langmuir
probe (see Mozer. 1973, and references therein) have shown its applicability,
to balloon-borne measurements tae absolute do electric field in the strato-
sphere to an accuracy of a fear millivolts/meter. This seetiou will discuss
the particular problems encounter-id when applying the double-probe technique
to the upper atmosphere and describe the physical apparatus used in the exper-
iments.
The presence of small molecular ions provides the atmosphere with a low
electrical conductivity ranging on the average from 5 z 10 -13mho/m at the
ground to 10 -11 mho/m, at 30 km altitude. In order to make a double-probe
potential difference measurement in the atmosphere the detector must have an
effective internal electrical resistance which is extremely high for the
following reason. The *,otantial difference V in the atmosphere till cause a
current V/Rin to flow through the electronic input impedance R in . This cur-
rent returns through the atmosphere along a path with resistance Ratm' Ratm
is computed from the required potential difference to collect a given current
where that current is impeded by tho atmospheric resistivity.
	 Tozer and
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Load Line
to Balloon
4.15m radius
Figure 1. Stratospheric electric field detector showing three pairs of
mutually orthogonal spherical probes. Numbers on probes are
referenced in later figures.
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nSarlin (1969) calculate that for a spherical probe of radius r o in the atmo-
sphere with conductivity o, that Ratm -	 1 - 10 11 12 at 30 Ica altitude.
\	
o
Unless Rin >> Rata the voltage divider effect of these two resistors will
cause most of the voltage to appear across %tm - 'Thus to measure an umattenu-
ated value of V the electronics must satisfy Rim >> Rat.. For the detector to
oast the requirement of high internal impedance (Z > 10 14 ohms), the input
signal from each separated conductor is fed into a very high impedance FET
operational amplifier (op mph In addition to this op amp at the input, the
complete instrument is designed in a manner so as to reduce +leakage cur-
rents. Reducing this leakage is accomplished by circuit design considerations4	 as wall as external electrical cleanliness. The shield of the coaxial cable
to the probe is driven at the same potential as	 the probe itself, thereby
r
reducing leakage.
	
Driving the shield at the probe potential
I
also eliminates
s
capacitive currants which might derive frog physical motions of the instru-
ment.	 'The ' op amps thsselvas are mounted on a high impedance teflon base and
then electrically shielded. 	 The. external surfaces of the instrument that are
in contact with the probes meat also have high electrical resistance. The
fiberglass booms on which the probes are mounted are carefully cleaned with
Freon and dried in a clean environment to remove all oils and moisture both
inside and out. A high impedance :.oaxial cable is then cleaned and strung
down the center of the boom and both ends are plugged.
Two of the difficulties encountered when making a potential difference
!	 measurement in the atmosphere arise frog
 writ function differences bet-Jaen the
+	 two probes and from photoelectric emission currents to the probes. -.he work
k
function differences are minimized by t.io processes. :he probes are entirely
coated with a solution of aqueous carbon called 'aquadag' which helps to make
the writ function uniform. During data collection the entire apparatus is
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rotated about a vertical axis. The difference in potential between the two
probes due to an external electric field will then appear ar a sinusoidal
voltage variation in the difference measurement, but any remaining net work
function differen,-:a between the probes will than be measurable as a do offset
of this sinusoidal voltage. Therefore, analyzing just the oscillatory part of
the output signal allows efficient removal of these work function errors in
the horizontal electric field measurement and detarmines the real zero voltage
base line for transient events.
The photoelectric affect can cause a significant current to the probe if
the flux of ultr;violet (UV) radiation is large. At balloon float Altitudes
near 20 kilometers the photo current is not significant because most of the U4
absorbing ozone is above this altitude. Hoaevar, for experiments above 30 to
35 kilometers the photoelectric current can be significant for several hours
an either side of the diurnal maximum zenith angle. To minimize tr.'_s problem,
probes for high altitude experiments are designea to have equal solar cross-
section and are usually spherical so that the photoelectric current is nearly
the same for both probes. Thus the net current to the probes from this effect
will produce only a c,mai: do offset.
The probes along the spin axis must make an absolute potential difference
measurement without the benefit of the regular payload rotation. Thus the
vertical potential difference caasurement will be biased by work function
offsets. This do offset in the vertical electric field measurement can amount
to about a t20 mV/m uncertainty in the vertical electric fielJ, which is shall
compared to the atmospheric electric field at 30 ion altitude and small com
-
pared to most sferic fields. Because of this inherent vertical field uncer -
tainty and because this bulky balloon payload is difficult to launch, it -
-a-
sometimes desirable to remove the lower vertical boom.
	 Then the vertical
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electric field is determined from the potential difference between the upper
probe and the average of the four horizontal probes. This makes the signal to
noise ratio lower by a factor of 2 and the probes slightly asymmetric, but the
lack of a lower boom makes the awkward payload in Figure 1 considerably easier
to launch. The data presented in this chapter are from payload.9 without the
lower vertical probe. The instruments flown were composed of five conductors,
either one-foot square flat places or spheres each a foot in diameter on three
mutually orthogonal pairs of booms surrounding a conducting payload ground.
Whether spheres or the Less expensive flat plates are flown depends on the
magn.:tude of the expected photoelectric current at the balloon float alti-
tude. k ove the uppermost vertical sphere is a small motor which is connected
to the load line and provides the fifteen second rotation period. The entire
payload, including telemetry electronics, altimeter, aspect magnetometer, and
power supply, weighs about 30 pounds.
The potential differences bltween tivi three orthogonal secs of double
probes are talemetered to a ground receiving station by various methods. The
currant payload coaliguration employs as onboard analog to digital converter
from which the subseglAtnt biphase encoded ?01 modulation signal makes down-
stream data processing simple and accurate.
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111. OBSERVATIONS OF SFEkICS OVER THUtr'DIM'3-rORMS
huch has been written about the quasi-dc fair weather electric field in
the stratosphere (cf. Mozer and Serlin, 1969; Mozer and Lucht, 1974; Holzworth
at al., 1977). However, very few observations of thunderstorm related strato--
spheric electric fields have been reported. This section will summarize the
electric signatures of sferics as seen in hundreds of hours of balloon data
collected near 30 ins altitude by R. Rolzworth and F. Mozer at the Universit7
of California, Berkeley.
Figure 2 show the time history of a large thunderstorm in the do P1ec-
tric field at 27 km. This data was taken in August 1974 from a balloon flight
out of Ft. Simpson, N.W.T., Canada. The coordinate system used for all fig-
ures in this chapter has x in the eastward magnetic direction, v in the north-
ward magnetic direction and z in the vertically upward direction. Thus a fair
,weather vertical field would point toward the ground and would t+e negative.
The upper panel in Figure 2 is the vertical field which shows ambient Fair
weather electrical conditions of a few hundred mv;m negative both prior to and
following the thunderstorm. During the storm there appear to be two cells or
two f ronts passing, under the oalloon with the second larger than the first.
The total horizontal electric field is shown in the central panel for com-
pletenesr and the bottom panel shove the sferic rate.
	 For more detailed
discussion of the do effects on all three electric field components and the
conductivity during such a thunderstorm, the reader is referred to Holzworth
(1980).	 In the time history of the sferic rate one can again see the double
peaKed structure although the peaks do not coiacide in time. .his Figure is
.o be used as a description of tt:e ambient conditions during which detailed
individual sferics will be analvzed below.
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Figure 3 is also for background purposes and shows tvo OMSP weather
photographs at times which bracket the data in Figure 2. No other observa-
tional weather data it available other than detailed launch site reports of
the local cloud formations and precipitation. The balloon aoved at about 13
knots so the weather at the local launch site was not directly applicahle to
that under the balloon by z few hours after launch. Zn any event the Mont
that can be said is that an extensive cloud s ystem did sweep frog no:thwest to
southeast across the region as shown in Figure 3 and that sferics were re-
ported on our radio telemetry frequencies as well as ground reports of visible
lightning and tht-ader throughout much of the flight.
Figure A shows a 20-minute seRuant of electric field data during the
thunderstorm of Figures 2 anti 3. The large spurious signals am directly
correlated to static noise bursts over the audio frequency telemetry , channel
and correspond to sferics. The cop panel of Figure + is the vertical electric
field at lowest gain while the -tecoad panel from the top is a ►so the vertical
fiald but now at a gain up by S. The bottom two nanels each show the potea-
:ial di:`erenze batvean one of two opposite horizontal probes to payload
ground. V4 is 180 degrees away from V3. Due to various gai:^ channels avail-
able the horizontal antennas were often saturated while the lowest gain verti-
cal was never saturated in this figure.
7%e data from the horizontal probes (0 3 and V+ in the bor.tom Cwo ptaels )
r epresect the :adivldual probe voltages relative to pa y load around. ='hey hAve
been presented Lndividually in order to show the dramatic e:fec: on payload
ground as :he sferic passes. Careful laspect :on of these figures will show
tier oucsida of the sferic tr!t"isnts, 7 4, and 7 3 always have the opposite sl;,
ac any given time. :a the ,ash of ever? sferic La Figure +, the signals `roc.
-he tro oppos.
_ e horizontal probes depart from the sasei.ae ! .a oppos. : e ..rec-
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tions initially. Then, however, the payload ground goes alternately very high
then very low as seen when V 4 and V3 have the same sense nsar the end of each
large sferic. This payload ground fluctuation has been removed from the upper
two vertical panels showing the horizontal field by subtracting the average of
all four horizontal probe signals from the upper vertical probe potential.
This payload ground transient is seen consistently throughout our data set for,
all large sferics but does not affect our high impedance circuitry . which is
highly current protected. There are at least two smaller sferics in Figure 4
which were unaccompanied by ground transients and several others in later
figures. The next to the last sferic in Figure 4 at about 0016 Ur which did
not cause a ground fluctuation	 be evaluated more carefully later.
Mere are many features to note from this figure. First of all, ;cost
sferics last for about 5 to 10 seconds and have the sense which would appear
from the rapid rarov'al of ostt.ive charge below followed by the slower return
to ptestroke values. Another interesting thing to note in Figure 4 is that
tha sferics are not always related to major changes in the do level. This can
only be accurately determined for do steps larger than about 100 my%m from
these. data because of the residual rotation period fluctuation in the vertical
data due to slight asymmetries of the verical measurement probes. However,
s:nal.l discrete do steps are sometimes seen as shown below.
The next three f-.gures show Ether 20-minute sequences of data containing
sferics. Figure	 5	 is	 from	 the same	 thunderstorm	 shown.	 in Figures	 2-4 and
shows	 an epoch
	 between
	 the	 two major	 activity	 periods	 of the	 storm.	 7.e
interesting feature
	 is	 the sferic near 0056 Ui which has a positive precursor
to	 the aesative sferic transient. This brings up the point of temporal reso-
lution. U! of the data in this chapter were telemetered at a rate allowing
complete vector
	 field determination	 everS	 0.5	 second.	 'thus, while the elec-
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Fi,;ure 5.	 Twont y minutes of raw electric field data from ,c later t i!le` of the
!:.ime thunderstorm .as Ftgure Zi.	 Note: the posiLive precursor in the-•
>:teric at 0057 UT in the vertical field.
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tronics are much faster than this, time resolution is limited by the telemer-
ry.	 It is therefore possible that more of the sferics displayed in this
chapter actually had positive precursors but were missed because of time
resolution. This type of precursor will be seen again in a later figure.
Figures b and 7 show two succeeding 20-minute aAgmeats of data during a
thunderstorm seen from a flight over Thompson, Manitoba, Canada in August
1978. In this flight, as before, there is only a single upper vertica1 probe
from which the average of the horizontal probes is subtracted. However, now
the horizontal field is very large making the asymmetries between the payload
ground planes and the upper vertical probe morn apparent. The difference
between V4
 and V3 in the lower panels (or dust the envelope of their signals)
divided by probe separation gives the horizontal fields.	 In this case a
horizontal potential. difference of up to 8.0 volts (in Figure b) divided by
probe separation gives a horizontal field of over 2.5 volts/meter. This is
over twice as large as the vertical field seen in the upper panel. :also, in
this figure it is new possible to see a net de shit t of about 300 to +00 my/m
In the vertical field after a sferic. at 2302.5 UT. The next 20-minute period
In Figure 7 shows a lessening in severity of the storm and a gradual return to
lower vertical and horizontal do fields. The last two sferics is Figure 7 ars:
quite interesting In. that two have an inverted polarity. The last one again
shows a precursor but now in the negative sense compared to that in Figure 5.
:1 summary of r,he sferic signatures seen +,, the vertical fiald on these
balloou flights is shown in Figure 8. Of the four basic signatures the most
(-ommou in all these data is the top orxe of Figure 8, namely, that which .could
be expected by the removal of positive charge below. The ocher three cases
are seea only rarely :with Figure 7 showing the only example we have seen or au
;averted polarity stroke with an opposing precursor as in the bottom s;.gnature
T
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Figure 6. Twenty minutes of raw electric field data during a balloon flight
from Thompson, Manitoba, Canada (55° 45'N, 97° 51'W). DC shifts
resulting from the sferics are now visible in the vertical field.
In this case the ambient horizontal electric field is larger than
the vertical field.
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Figure 6. Twenty minutes of raw electric field data during a halloon flight
from Thompson, Manitoba, Canada (55° 45'N, 97 0 51 1 W). DC shifts
resulting from the sferics are now visihle in the vertical. field.
In this case the ambient horizontal electric field is larger than
the vertical field.
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Figure 7. Twenty minutes of raw electric field directly following data in
Figure 6. Note: the reverted sferic orientation and precursor near
the right hand end of the vertical field panel.
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Figure R. Schematic summary
 of the sferic signatures seen in the raw electrfc
field at stratospherte altitudes.
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of Figure 8.	 Figure 8 also summarizes the average decay time constant of
these sferics which is abaut 3 seconds at the 30 km altitude level.
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IV. THEORY OF SFERIC PROPAGATION IN THE 57RATOSPc3ERE
In order to interpret the sferic signal structures detected by electric
field measurements in the stratosphere, it is not only necessary to have firm
information on the spatial and temporal structures of lightning discharge
currents, but it is also necessary to establish basic ideas about sferic:
propagation. The necessity to unravel these too factors in data interpreta-
tion is simply that time scales of the sources are folded into time scales o:'
the propagation medium to produce the detected signal. While the character-
istics of lightning discharge currents are dealt with in Chapter 2, the theory
of sferic propagation in the stratosphere will be reviewed and formuJzted Im
such a way that the relationship bet-.men source, propagation medium and detec -
ted signal will become transparent. 	 ►his entails extensive usage of the
theory of Green's functions.
The theory of sferic propagation in the stratosphere, over horizontal
distances which are short compared to the Earth radius, is simply the theury
of electromagnetic wave propagation is a horizontally stratified conducting
medium, whose conductivity is a sear. Obviously, th—s statement applies
only to the signals propagating directly from the source into the strato -
sphere; the subjects of ionospheric reflection, Schumann resonances and tensor
conductivity in the upper atmosphere are outside of the scope of this chapter,
the primar7 purpose of whica is to discuss the stratospheric sferic sigma l
structure of the longest time scales (> 1 sec). Even so, the general aleczro -
magnetic character of the theory of sferic propagation is the stratosphere is
aot Vilel y
 appreciated. :'`.iis is due primarily to the traditioaal development
of the theory , emerging from the Creen's function theory of the electrostatic
siana tare of char3e
—separated cloud structures 'Holzer and Saxon, 1 95:) to
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considerations of time-dependent electric signatures of the cloud structures
(Aaderson and Freiar, 1969; Illiagworth, 1972). These studies. some recogni-
zing the significance of the Green's function approach, justifiably simplified
the theory by exploiting the condition of current conservation and b y ignoring
Faraday's law of induction to eliminate the magnetic field. Such theories are
not aferic theories in the proper sense because the signal, no; being an
electromagnetic wave, is not radiated. With the advent of measuring ionosphe-
ric potential differences at balloon altitudes (`Mazer and Serlin, 1969, Hazer,
1971a and 1971b), interests in the transmittal of ionospheric or tropospheric
potential differences through the upper atmosphere were enhanced in the early
parts of the past decade (Reid, 1965; Kellogg and Weed, 1969; Atkinson et al.,
1971; Voiland, 1972; Park and Dejnakariatra, 1973; Bostrom and Fahleson, 1974;
Chiu, 1974). These studies, some involving the detailed conductivity struc-
ture of the upper atmosphere, are primarily concerned with the transqLission of
sinusoidal spatial and/or temporal fields of given scale; therefcie, only
limited interpretation on the source and stratospheric signal structure of
s`erics can be obtained from these studies. Nevertheless, the enhanced later -
est stimulated more considerations of sinusoidal structures (Dejnakarinr_ra and
Park, 1974; Bostrom and Fableson, 1974) is which the importance of the elec-
tromagnetic character of sferics at altitudes below - 70 km was recognized.
'Therefore, it -emalns for us to bring this development to its next logical
step, which is to provide ::he formal and semi-auantitat_ve mechAnism for the
=ink between source structures and the structures of stratospheric sferic
signals.
Since our problem, as defined above, concerns the radiation of :he sferic
signal In a conducting medium, sources are an iategral element la the _`ormula-
lion in terms of `Sazvell's equations. We assume the stratospheric me,iva to
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be nonpolarizable and.aonaaguetizable, to have tha permitivity and permeabill-
ty, of frae space, and to have a horizontally stratified scalar conductivity
a(z). Electric and magnetic. fields (E, B) arise as the result of a distribu-
tion of souzce charges Qs (r, t) and source currents 1  (r, t). Mass fields
and sources are governed by U. xwell's equations:
Gauss' lave:	 to V	 Qa	 (1)
V	 B - 0	 (2 )
f
°araday' law:	 o z E + aL	 0	 (3)
Ampere's law:	 I V z	 a E 
++ t
	aE 	 ( )µ	 s	 o at	 40
.
In (4), aE is the coadtctioa current in the stratosphere associated with the
radiated field E. From these Max-well's equations, one, derives the coupled
radiation !iala equations is terms of a vector potential A and a scalar poten-
tial 0 such that
9	 7%A	 (S )
- - 74 - 3A3L	 (5)
.1w potentials are governed by the coupled '_nhomogeneous equations
7` a
 - at ( 7 •A) - c Qs	 (;)
a
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0. L .
1 v2 A +1 c(v•A) - -ooh - a 
ac 
?s - co a 
I 
_ co 
aL 
(cs)	 (8)
U 	 uo	 at
Thene e;;,ations have the disadvantage of being I ntractable even if a conveni-
ent gauge for A is chosen. Indeed, (7) and ( 8), when solved, wild yield much
more information than the currently available stratospheric sferic data, since
only sferic electric field measurements are available. .7hus, we use an exact
but slightly lifferent reduction of Maxwell's equatio ,as (1) - (4) to obrZin a
single vector equation for the electric field. By taking the time derivative
of (4) And subsequent use of (1) and (3) to aliminate the magnetic .f ield, we
arrive at the strutospheric sferic equation
^.
*
	
2	 a3
	
— 
1	 a E _ u
0 O(ZJ a - u	 + 
c	 7Q'	 (9)
	
C 2 at	 L	
o	
O
The* left hand side of (9) contains the same linear operators as the so called
- telegraph equation', so the f field of (9) is unquestionably the causal
radiation field generated by the sources cn the right hand side of (9). The
magnetic field, satisfying ( 2) and ( 3), is obtained frcm E b y time integration
of (3). Our discussion of sferic propagation wi.0 be based on (9).
:rres+pective of the specific solutions of (9), some general propertizs of
the solutions cza be gleaned .f ree an examiaation of the tarns In the equa-
tion. 7he fl:st two terms on the left hind side of (9) constitute the caws,;,!
electromagnetic wave operator, while the third term repres ,•-=s the effect of
finite-covduc:ivity damping with a damping tlpot
liu	 c `	 (10)
0 ^'
to
damping time T, a function of altitude, represents :he maxIM&I same scale
of medium rasp•')nses to impulsive sources. While a specific demonstration of
this effect will be contrasted with observations in a later section, the
typical dependence of T and a upon the altitude z is show on Figure 9. From
this figure, ue observe that this aaxima l time scale decreases with alti-
tude. Thus, if we imagine the propagation upwards of a complex signal struc-
ture, containing a spect'_-= of frequencies, the lower Lrequencies of the
packet are allowed at low altitudes while only the higher frequency components
can penetrate to higher altitudes. Ia a sinusoidal wave representation, this
effect is often r4ferred to as acmittivity (Dejnakarintra and Park, 1974).
ye=t, the source terms oa the right hand side of (9) need to be discus-
sed. It is generally accepted thet l ghtaiag discharge currents J s generate
sferics, bus it =ust be noted a:so that the source term is not ^s but the
time rate of change of mss ; therefore, a correlative study of the sferic elec-
tric field signal structure with the disLharga current structure Must take
this feature into account.	 Another interesting feature of (9) is that the
gradient of charge di.itributions in the thunderrie- :s also a source of
sfer:^: radiation. Indeed, some ,;uric signals with polarity reversals appear
to be strikinv!,- mi-milar 1a -4tructurs to polaris7 reversals of potential
_4.lents in the thunderstorm cloud (oonnegut et al., 1966).
	 la any case,
with two possible sferic sources to conpli.:ava matters, the presently ava:l-
a51e data do not 2ermiz an exhaustive study of the source structure; there-
fore, we shall attempt to discuss the propagation st:ticture by con%idering the
properties of g reen's function solutions to the sferic equation (9).
Equation (9) is a linear scalar 11L!erer.tia.1 equation on a vector field
rata a vector source, which gust be defined in terns of rnree independent
sczlar components functions although the three components are not -ouoled.
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Thts important feature is especially important in the consideration of bounda-
ry conditions for E.	 For example, in the limit of a perfectly coaductint;
earth, the :,reen'1 function for the component E  in a cylindrical coordinate
sya^tem (p, z,) must satisfy the boundary condition E P - 0 at the Earth's
surface z - 0. Since the methods of constructing Green's functions satisfying
such boundary conditions are standard (see for example Holzer and Saxon (1952)
for the image source method, and Chiu and Hilton (1477) for integral equation
methods], and since we are at present uncertain of the structure of the vector
sources, we shall deal with the simplest elements of sferic propagation
Green's function-- that of iaf:nite ooundaries.
In view of the above discuosioa, it suffices for us to investigate the
properties of the (;reeu's function G ( r, r	 t, r ) fcr the scalar equation0	 0
a
-7 a y -u^ c(z) 3t - -4r 6(I - =o ) 6(t - t o )	 (11)
C	 a..
The conductivity o(z), with a typical altitude dependence shown on Figure 9,
can be parameterized (below - 70 km) as
C(Z) - a0 exp (z/h)
	
(12)
where a 7 5 x 10-14 aho/m rind h 2 b lam. The Green's function G for ( 11 ) and0
(1Z) has not been considered although, as mentioned above, the sinusoidal wave
solutions of (11) have been considered by many authors.	 t;e consider this
problem Sn the limit of aziautha:. symmetry (no m dependence i in a cylindrical
coordinate s y stem (p, z,
C_!-
1 3	 P( 2E) + a ` G	 1 3`G	 z/h aG
p o	 ap	 3s`	 c ` 3t`	 °°	 3t	 0	 0
	
0	 0
Using the delta function representations iz sinusoidal and Bessel function
fora
a(t-t ) - 1	 e-iw(t-to) dw	 (14)
o
a(z-zo )	 fog ydy J J (xy) J a (zo o).	 (1S)
and transforming the coordinate z to a new coordinate E 2 ezp (z/2h) we can
write an axact representation of G by the decompusitioaa1 method ( see for
example Chiu and Hilton (1977)j:
G - s^ fo
 kdk fo lda f, dwe
-iw(t—t 0 ) Jo (kp )Jo (ko o )Jp (X&)J p (X& V
I	 7
( X`-14uo Qoh `w)	 (16)
where p `	 4h 2 ( k 2 - w` /c`).	 3ecs+ise (16) involves integration over Lhe order
of Ussel functions, it is not tractable for the purposes of data interpreta-
tion even though the %-integratioa of (16) can be carried out exactly by
contour methods ( see Watson (1966) p. 4291.
he salient properties of (11) sad (13) may however be discussed by or-her
methods involving Green : 3 function solutions. One such method Is 'o consider
a simplified but tractable version of ;11) and (13) while ' 'Keeping to mind that
the simplification -must not affect the essential properties of the solution.
Such methods of considering a 'surrogate' have been applied to many areas [see
for e»a.mple btu (1976)]. In the zase of (13), .% note that the character is
M
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the equation involves causal propagation of a gave signal as we ll as "diffu-
sion" damping from the linear time derivative term, which is the source of
solution difficulties. To obtain a "surrogate" we note that if the conducti-
vity is constant the causal propagation of the sferic wave is unaffected ','-It
:ae may gain insight to the sferic signal structure by eliminating mathematical
difficulties.
L we assume the conductivity to be constant, an exact solution to (11)
and (13) can be written in closed form (Morse and Feshbach, 1953, p. 868)
G - = e (- 1/2) uo Q c2(t—t0) t3 [c(t -to) - R] +
— uo o c R+	
J1	 1,^?) up o c VrR1 - c 2 ( t-t 0 ) `1 9 [c(t-to)-R] } (17)
2	 R2 - c2 ( L-t )20
where R2 ?	 + (z-z ) 2 , and 9(s) - 1 if x > 1 and zero otherwise.•
o	 o
The character of the Green's function (17) becomes apparent if we consi-
der the physical basis of each of the terms. 	 The tors b (c(t-to)-R]/R is
simply the Lieaard-Wieccert potential of the causal electromagnetic radiation
field.	 This is expected If sferics, at whatever frequency, are radiated
signa:s.	 :'he finite conductivity of the medium a*O gives rise to two ef-
fects. First, the entire signal structure is damped in time by the factor sap
(- ( 1/2)u o s c ` (t-t 0 )]. Thus, - = 1 /11
0
 
c c` sets the upper limit to the time
scale iaspite of the source r ime scale implied in the 4leoard-Weichert te^m.
This ef f ect is expected whether -,is constant or rot, and it has been dis-
cussed previously in this section. In addition, the "diffusive" effect of the
conduction current introduces a second, tail-like element in the signal struc-
tsre in the `o W of the Bessel :unction terra of (17). It should be noted twat
_his effect -s a tail-like signP.l because the causal condition (signif ied by
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the ^-Function) requires imaginary arguments for the 3es e' function. 	 The
time scale of this tail i.s not exactly ' but Is of the same order (- a few
seconds in the stratosphere), as we shall numerically illustrate in a later
section. This tail-like structure may be a fiery important feature is data
interpretation because, in contrast to media wave responses to impulsive
disturbances, the sferic responar: in the stratosphere consists of a radiation
pulse plus a single tail. This structure is borne out by observations in the
proceeding section and discussed in more detail in the next section.
Next, lec as investigate another surrogate" of (13) which emphasizes the
vertical structure, as imposed by s - a o e.xp (z/h), but deemphasizes the
causal element of the signal 	 structure.	 Za (17), the causal functions,5
(c (t-t o) - RJ and a (c(t-t o) - g ], are formally very important, but for
practical interpretation of signals received - 100 loa from the scurce the
causal time delay is only of order of milliseconds or less. Therefore, for an
instrument Ath response time longer than. milliseconds it may be profitable to
consider the implications of the vertical conductivity structure at the ex-
pease of maintaining causality.
	
This means that -v consider the Green's
function in the 'diffusion' limit of (13), i.e., c 	 and the second time
derivative, term of (13) vanishes. Ia this limit, we vbtaia a Green's function
representation
0	 4h g ( t-r )	 kdk ^^ pd; e'P^(C-to)/a`J
	(aE) J, (aE ) J C;w) J (;co	 )
n. Z	 0	 'a	 o	 2hk	 _hk o	 0	 0	 0
(18)
where a- . + ao a0h` and ; = exp ( z/2b).
	
The p-integration in (18) can be
carried out with the identity
c_ :1
_ az(E2+Eo)
fow pdp e-p2(t-t0)/a
2JZhk (PE) J2hk (PE 0 ) 	2 t ?t ) e	
14( t—t 0 )	 a
0
a`EE
OI2hk 1 	t-t
0
the Groen ' s function (18) yields the classical ' diffusive' elements of the
form
a2(E2+E2)
2h d(t-to)
	 4 t-c 0	 a2EEo
G •	 t-t	 e	 o	 fo kdk J0 (ko) J0(ko0) I2hk ^2	 (`0)
o
Mote t-at a 2 E2 . a(z). In the stratosphere Whei-e a2 = 9 z 10-12 sec -1 and
E 4 10, we . note that the argument of I Zhk in (20) is iery small for 'tail-
like' time stales t-t 0
 - 10 sec. Thus, for the 'tail - part of the signal
structure, we can ust the approximation
I2hk (z) _ (z/Z) 2hk n exp [2hk In (x/2)] •
	
(21)
Applying (21) to	 (20) and noting that the argument of I.,
	 is less than unity,
we obtain au approximate expression for the	 "tail"	 part of G by carrying out
the integ.aticn in k in (20)
a
2 2+;2
_	 'o
G	
d (t-tC) a 4(t-
to) 	 2 a h
t-to	
(a2 + (o-p )213i`	
(2.)
0
where
a - 2h1 f a (a 2 EE 0 i^(.t —t 0 )l^ 	 z	 (23)
(19)
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Comparison of (22) to the 'tail" part of (17) shows a number of revealing
features despite the loss of the propagation parameter c in (22). First, the
causal factor 9(t-to)/(t-to) in (22) directly corresponds to the causal factor
It
9[c(t-t 0^ - R1/V(P..2-e`(t-o)l 	 in (17) in the limit c	 The Japing factor
In (22) has a time scale which is proportional to 1/a(z) (because a2S2
CC o (z)) as in (17), although because of the loss of c in (22) the two time
scales Are very different. Yczertheless, we regard this feature as indication
that the time scale t = 1/u ac t can be evaluated at various values of z even0
though (17) is derived with constant z. The scaling in the spatial structures
of the signals in (17) and (22) are, however, very different. With the use of
(23), we note that the spatial structure is roughly proportional to
z/[z2 + (J-Q 
0 
)2J3/2, as is usually expected in Green's functions of the
operator 7Z .	 The spatial structura of (17), for constant o, is roughly
1/3. However, iR ore were to evaluate (17) with c-a(z) then the magnitude of
the "tail' structure will be dominated at high altitudes by the -j(z) factor in
tan numerator. Considerations of (22) shows conclusively that this ip M phys-
ical. in other :mords, the evaluation of (17) with the artificial substitution
o=v(z) is roughly Justified in determining time scales and horizontal spatial
scales of the signal structure but is not justified in the interpretation of
the magnitude of response as function of altitude. The altitude dependence
z/Iz 2 + (a-0 0 ) ` 1	 may be more :Wily representative of the signal structure.
In this section, we have attempted to review what has been done in the
area of sferic signal propagation in the stratosphere. 4e have, in the dro-
cess, carried tha analysis one logical step further by considering the problem
In terms of radiation and propagation in a conducting medium. :he intimate
lnterpiav between the !pace-time structures or the source and of the propaga-
tion medium is shown to be interpretable in terms of :;reen's functions. 'While
it is rather unfortunate that an exact representation of the sferic Green's
function requires numerical work far beyond what is appropriAte for this book,
investigation of some 'surrogates' reveals properties which are borne out by
balloon observations of sferic electric fields in the stratosphere.
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P.	 DISCUSSION OF TIME CONS AN'TS AND CURRENTS
La the Last few sections wt have presented a zoo of sferic observations
In the stratosphere and th e mathematical basis to help understand their propa-
gation characteristics. Nov we will use this theory an^i these observations in
a few quantitative calculations in which we will atrempt to explain some of
the sferic signature characteristics and to calculate cur-ent densities asso-
ciated with sferics.
The exact Green's function given in (17) has been approz=mated in (22) by
assuming constant a. Equation (22) was then evaluated ar. z -30 tics using a as
given by equation (12). T:A upper plot in Figure 10 shows data _` rota 0016 ITP
August 14, 1474 which included a small sferic that did not saturate our elec-
tronics (also see Figure 4). Qn top of the data is the plot of (22) after
normalizuticu of the amplitude to 3.54 volts at t-7. Slace (2:) assumes a
constant a (evaluated at z-30 km) it cannot be used to directly calculate the
amplitude of the expected signal in the stratosphere as discussed in t! ,c list
section. However (22) does give a good qualitative explanation of the sferic
tail. The sferic tails seen in all of these data are shorter than the re-
sponse time of the medium as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 10. This is
a conductivity measurement oa the same flight as the upper data taken about 3
hours later. In this measurement the upper vertical probe 17s internally
shorted to payload ground for four seconds (t - -4 to 0 is Figure 10) and then
refloated. The time response of the medium is Inversely related to the ambi-
ent conductivity
 a and in this case an exponential fit to the data after
raf'_oacing 31Tes a conductivity o - 5.2 z 10 -12 mno;'meter with probe of feces
i:zcluaad. :his Incidentally
	
compares rery favorably to	 (12) which,	 when
evaluated at	 z w 30 km,	 gives	 ak'30	 km)	 '.- x :0 -1 ` mho/m. For a more ietal.ed
k-
0-3
E
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Figure W. (l'pper panel) About 10 seconds of raw rlectric field dat,+ -
surrounding the• sferic observed at OOL6.5 l'T, Atigiist lam, 1 q '+ (cep
also Fiyture v).
	
)'lotted over the data in the upper panel i-; they
green's function from equation (22). The hnttom panel i< :e con-
durtivit y
 r:easu rement showing time response of the mediiim t(i h-
Inn iter than the tail on the sferie by shout a second. feu text for
mere detail.
^_ s6
activity ar.asurement in the
M	 nolzvortn 1170u).
To emphasize the fact that the sferic tail really does deca y faster than
the ambient time response, the upper and lover data were both fit with ezpo-
aeutials resulting in time constants of - - 1.56 seconds for the sferic
(upper) and 2.56 sec for the conductivity measurements (lover). This shows
that the sferic signal is indeed not simple an ohmic current but that the
mathematical development in Section IV really is necessary to explain the
propagation effects. 	 It should also be noted that the final sferic return
tails (from negative value near -4 volts track up to base line values of
Figure 4 through 7 seen in the horizontal probes (lover panes with V 3 and "4)
are due to local time response effects afar the ground fluctuation. The time
constants determined from V 3 and V4 following large sferics agree quite well
with our probe shorting time responses.
The actual sferic current density flowing past the balloon cannot be
urvaveled easily from the electrical signature because of its nonoh-.ic propa-
gation effects. However dramatic	 1ic and complex ground fluctuations seen in -_1
large sferics in Figures 4-7 and also by Berms (private communication,
1979) do result in redistribution of stratospheric ions and hence currents.
In most cases the horizontal currents in the sferics are the same order of
magnitude as the vertical.
"he observed sferic signatures can be used, how-_ver, to place an upper
limit on the current density and total current flowing in the stratosphere
during a sferic. :! the entire transient of the vertical field is assumed to
drive an o hmic current it would 'nave an average peak current density of ';avg
SpeBK - 6.l z 10-12 mho-m * 5 v m - 31 pico amps 'm. Thus 31 pico amps m'
is an upper limit to the peak sferic current density ;.-hash night be much
smaller. wmparing this upper Limit to the actual do curreat measured over a
thunderstorm, which can be over 40 pica amps/a 2 for hours (see Figure 2 and
Holzvorth ( 1980)), the data show that sferics are probably not vary important
in charging up the ionosphere re Lttive to the ground but that the =c dynamo
cu--rants driven by thunderstorm convection moves much more total charge than
all the sferics together.
This chapter has provided an observational and theoretical background for
the study of stratospheric sferic signals is the frequency range below 2 H_z-
ae have described the balloon borne high impedance electronic instruments used
to detect the electric signals in this range mad presented summary sferic data
from dozens of balloon flights over and ear thunderstorms. We then extended
the theoretical background to treat radiation of sferic signals generated in
the lower atmosphere with propagation into the stratosphere.	 This mathe-
matical derivation of an electrical sferic equation resulted is an exact
equation which was then simplified for sample calc -1ations in order to help
explain the temporal structure of the observed sferic signals. The abser.a-
Lions in Section 111 citn not be used as sferic source locations without a
!^acond balloon measurement so that t5r_ amplitude attenuation with distance can
!)e a-& cu..ated.
In this 'ast section -m applied the green's function theory developed is
Section L7 in a sample calculation which helps to ex p lain the time constants
in the ')bserved sferics. An upper estim-, ta for the peak current density in a
sferic Was calculated assuming the observed sferic electric signature Jas all
due to ohmic cur-
-enc. This is likely to he a gross overestimare but neverthe-
less shows that the total current carries' to the ionosphere as a result of
sferics :s probably insigui.icant in comparison with the upward do current
aver thunderstorms,
( . 's
Much can be gained in a further study of sferics by higher time resolu-
tion instrumentation and multiple simultaneous observations. Also more accu-
rate approxi=tlona to equation (li) would allow more useful comparison to the
observed sferics. -fcric research in the stratosphere has just begun and phis
chapter attempts to tie some of this early work together.
4
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Abstract
Based on the occurrence frequency of wave-like structures in some 24,000
measurements of thermospheric density, we demonstrate that there is no signi-
ficant hemispherical correlation between satellite-measured thermospheric
wave-like structures and the tropospheric vorticity area index in the epoch
1974-1976. However, in the northern polar zone, (60°-90°) N, wave occurrence
frequency is greater for large values of the 500 mb vorticity area index.
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I14TRODUCTION
In two previous studies of the geographical distributions of wavelike
density disturbances in the thermosphere, it was established that the distri-
butions show patterns of occurrence which match persistent features of the
troposphere, such as regions of strong wind shear associated with the subtro-
pical jet stream (Rice and Sharp, 1977) and seasonably persistent regions of
deed: convective activity indicated by high occurrence rates of lightning at
dawn (Chin et al., 1979). Such studies, together with studies of the auroral
origin of large-scale thermospheric wave-like density disturbances (Potter et
al., 1976), offer suggestions as to the _origin of persistent global-scale
sources of thermospheric gravity waves, which we identify a priori with the
thermospheric wave-like density disturbances discussed in the above studies.
At the small-scale end of the spectrum of atmospheric disturbances, thermo-
spheric waves associated with local-scale (mesoscale) disturbances of the
troposphere, such as thunderstorms, tornadoes and hurricanes, have also been
reported (Hung et al., 1978). Thus, considering the eniLire spectrum of atmc-
spheric disturbance scales as a whole, one is naturally prompted to ask if a
similar correlation between satellite-measured thermospheric disturbances and
transient synoptic scale (weather) systems in the troposphere may not also
exist.
The existence or non-existence of such a correlation has significant
implications for the viability of some suggested physical mechanisms for the
so-called "sun-weather" effect (cf. Wilcox bt al., 1976); in particular, those
mechanisms requiring transmission or modification of an atmospheric disturb-
ance between the uppe> and lower atmosphere will be affected. For example,
Hines and Halevv (1975) suggested that a "solar influence must somehow modu-
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late the meteorological noise" to produce the "sun-weather" signal. A condi-
tion for such physical mechanisms to be viable is that there exists a rela-
tionship between "meteorological noise" of the proper scale in the upper and
lower atmospheres. In this correlative study of upper and lower atmospheric
data of "meteorological noise," we do not address the question of the "sun-
weather" effect; rather, we focus upon the correlation, if any, of satellite-
measured upper atmospheric "meteorological noise" with that of the troposphere
as is indicated by the vorticity area index (VAI). Although we demonstrate
that there is no significant hemispherical correlation between satellite-
measured thermospheric wave-like structures and the tropospheric: vorticity
area index in the epoch 1974-1976, we cannot make any comments on the "sun-
weather" effect in general because it is possible that the solar signal can be
carried by upper atmospheric "noise" in portions of the scale spectrum not
covered by our satellite data. In the high-latitude region (60°-90°) N,
thermospheric wave occurrence does depend upon the vorticity area index. If
this correlation is to be identified with the "sun-weather" effect, then the
likely mechanism would be thermospheric processes associated with polar pheno-
menon such as the aurora.
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DATA AND ANALYSIS
The correlation study involves two sets of data. The lower atmospheric
data set is the vorticity area index (VAI) for 1974-1976 compiled by R. G.
Olson, W. 0. Roberts and E. Gerety (Shapley and Kroehl, 1977).	 The VAI
values, in units of 10 5 km2 , are derived from the 500 mb height analysis
records of the U. S. National Meteorology Center for the northern hemisphere
above 10° N, and for both 0000 UT and 1200 UT. The upper atmospheric data set
consists of 24,000 density measurements in the northern hemisphere some of
which contain wavelike structures.
	 These data were obtained from cold
cathode ion gauges onboard Atmospheric Explorer spacecrafts AE-C, AE-D, AE-E
and the Air Force spacecraft S3-1. Data obtained in the altitude range 135-
225 km are used. A description of the cold cathode ion gauge is given in Rice
et al. (1973). Figure 1 of Reference A (Chiu et al., 1979) depicts a rela-
tively disturbed neutral density profile as a function of altitude; similar
wave-like structures observed by other instruments onboard AE-C have been
interpreted as gravity waves (Reber et al., 1975).	 In this figure, four
classes of wave-like structures are illustrated; the four wave classifications
are identified with an index value runi.ing from 1 to 4 (Rice and Sharp,
1977).- The classifications are: I - 1, indicating a smoothly varying pro-
file; I - 2, indicating minor activity with up to 5% density amplitude, I - 3,
indicating waves of 5-15% density amplitude peak to peak; and I - 4, indi-
cating waves of density amplitude greater than 15%.
	 For this study, wave
classifications 3 and 4 have been combined as an indication of the unambiguous
presence of a gravity wave. Although in general wave classifications 3 and 4
have different wavelengths, we have not yet found any indication that they
originate from different sources. For the data from AE-D, we have excluded
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periods when the spacecraft was undergoing nutation. In addition to data used
in Reference A, data from the AE-E satellite have been added to the data base,
comprising a total of 23,691 density measurements at 5 km altitude intervals
of the above satellites in the northern hemisphere in the period 1974-1976.
The thermospheric index is the wave occurrence frequency (WOF) which is
defined as the percentage of wave measurements of classes 3 and 4 found in the
portion of the total number of measurements (23,691) which corresponds to the
stated conditions of the particular correlation parameter. Thus, if a certain
WOF is 0.24 for a stated correlation condition, then classes 3 and 4 waves are
found in 24% of the density measurements corresponding to that condition.
Generally, if a relationship exists, the WOF will depend on the VAI; and this
relationship "s quantified in a plot of WOF as function of VAI. The error
analysis for this relationship is particularly simple if we assume normal
distributions. If waves are found in N samples of a total of M appropriate
measurements, the WOF is (NJM) t ( 3N/M). The results of the correlations are
stated in WOF because satellite measurements are not evenly distributed in
space and time and VAI mean values also vary secularly in the period 1974-
1976.
I. Hemispherical relationship between WOF and VAI. Figure 1 shows the
relationship between WOF and VAI for the northern hemisphere for three time
shifts between the indices. The numbers near the bottom of the figure indi-
cate the distribution of measurements in each VAI interval for 0 da y time
shift (measurement distributions for other time shifts are similar). Evident-
ly, VAI values in the sampling period do not form a normal distribution.
Nevertheless. the significant result of this figure is that thermospheric wave
occurrence frequency (WOF) in the northern hemisphere is z (25 :t 5)1'0, indepen-
dent of VAI values.
	
Even though the 5% fluctuations shown are outside of
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normally distributed statistical limits, possible dependence of the WOF upon
the VAI at the < 5% level is hardly of significance.
2. Zonal relationship between WOF and hemispherical VAI. Figure 2
shows the relationship between WOF in the polar (60 °N-90°N, P), mid-latitude
(30°N-60 0N, 11) and equatorial (0°N -30°N, E) zones and the hemispherical VAI at
0 day time shift. Except for statistical fluctuation in the (40-50) x 10 5 km2
	
bin of VAI, the WOF in the equatorial. (E) and mid-latitude (M) zones (and /or 	 6
the sum of the two) is again independent of VAI, at a value of - (22 f 5)X.
The WOF for the polar (P) zone shows a significant (factor of two) Jump
from - 15% to - 30% for VAI values greater than 30 x 10 5 '.•
,
.2. Similar depend-
ence is found for f 2 day time shifts. Examination of the measurement distri-
butions Among the three zones (bottom of Figure 2) indicates that the centroid
Of VAI for the polar zone (- 50 x 10 5 km2 ) is higher than that of the other
two zones (- 25 x 10 5 km2 ). This prompts us to note that most polar zone data
come from the polar-orbiting AE-D in the epoch (Nov. 1974 - Jan. 1975) when
VAI values happened to be high because of the northern winter. Thus, the
strong dependence of the polar zone WOF upon the VAI may be due to preferen-
tial sampling of wintertime VAI by the AE-D satellite at high latitudes;
nevertheless, it cannot be denied that WOF is also unusually high during this
interval irrespective of sampling.
Because of the abnormal measurement distribution, we examine this "lati-
tude" effect further by contrasting the AE-D data with the AE-C data, which
also contribute to the polar zone. The AE-C data extends up to only 68° N.
Figure 3 shows the polar zone WOF for the AE-C and AE-D data as funztions of
VAI at zero time shift. The centroid of the measurement distribution for the
AJE-C data set is at VAI = 35 x 10 5 km` while that for the AE-D data set is at
VAI z 50 x 10 5 km`. Both data sets show a substantial increase in the polar
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zone WOF as VAI increases past 30 x 10 5 km2 . Therefore, it is likely that the
polar zonal relationship between WOF and hemispherical VAI shown on Figure 2
is really a latitude effect and not due to sampling bias of the AE-D satel-
lite. Even if we discount Figure 3, we emphasize that the polar zone data
clearly shows dependence of WOF upon the VAI, although one would not then be
able to say whether it is due to a latitude effect alone or due to a secular
increase of the average VAI during the AE-D sampling period.
If this polar zone effect has some relationship with the "sun-weather"
effect, then it would argue for upper-lower atmospheric wave entipling associ-
ated with polar phenomena such as auroral processes. We offer this as a
speculative comment since the "sun-weather" effect need not be germane to our
specific discussion of upper and lower atmospheric wave correlations.
3.	 Hemispherical relationships between WOF, VAI and interplanetary
magnetic sector boundary crossings. In Figure 4 , we show the northern hemi-
sphere WOF and VAI, averaged over the measurement distribution (shown at the
bottom of the figure), within. f 6 days of interplanetary magnetic sector
boundary crossings in epoch 1974-1976. Even though the average VAI is taken
over an uneven measurement distribution, the characteristic signature of VAI
dependence on days from sector boundary (Wilcox et al., 1976) is found. The
hemispherical WOF, however, remains at r (25 f 5A, indepe i•.'^-_•;t: of days from
sector boundary crossings. We have also examined the relationship between
polar zone WOF and Lhe interplanetary magnetic sector boundary crossings.
Again, we found that the polar zone WOF to be independent of days from sector
boun?Pry crossings, although we have only a small data jet to work with.
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CONCLUSIONS
Based on the occurrence frequency of thermospheric wave structures in
some 24,000 measurements of density, we demonstrate that there is no signifi-
cant hemispherical correlation between thermospheric waves and the tropo-
spheric vorticity area index in the epoch 1974-1976. Further, wave occurrence
frequency does not exhibit the characteristic feature of the VAI in relation
to interplanetary magnetic sector boundary crossings. In the polar zone, (60°
- 90°) N. wave occurrence frequency does increase significantly if the hemi-
spherical VAI increases above - 30 x 10 5 km2. In contrast to previous work
(Rice and Sharp, 1977; Chiu et al., 1979), which correlated thermospheric wave
occurrence to geographically and seasonally persistent features of the tropo-
sphere, this work focuses upon the study of transient (weather) systems as
represented by the VAI. Consequenly, the null relationship between VAI and
'the wave occurrence frequency outside the polar zone may reflect the dominance
of the persistent sources in the non-polar troposphere.
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